EXTENDED DEADLINE– The Green
Solution Awards

The deadline has been extended to the 25th of March!
Each year, our partner Construction21 is organising the Green Solution Awards.
The Awards create an opportunity for professionals and expert in the building
sectors to promote their project.
What are the Green Solution Awards?
The Awards are an online campaign taking place over a few months. During the
contest, projects are showcased and brought visibility through a worldwide
communication plan. In 2019, the Awards registered 4 million views at an
international level.
The contest is divided into three categories: buildings, districts and infrastructure.
The building category welcomes all types of buildings, new and renovated,
delivering intelligent and sustainable solutions. The district category applies to
blocks, eco-districts, campuses, hospitals, joint development zones that deliver
total or partial good environmental practices. The last platform welcomes more
substantial infrastructure, such as green energies, shared gardens, mobility
project, circular economy, and so on.
The Awards are split into two periods. First, candidates will compete at a national
level from April to June. Then, champions from each platform will compete at the
international level until November 2021. Lastly, winners are announced at a gala
in Glasgow during the COP26.
Why participate?
The Green Solution Awards is the opportunity for professionals who have brought
innovative solutions to the building sectors to showcase and inspire others in
doing the same. The contest will bring visibility to your projects or expertise and
give the recognition your contribution deserves in the fight against climate
change.
Who can apply?

Are welcome to apply professionals with any building projects presenting high
energy and environmental performances. Case studies must provide innovation in
sustainable development and fight against climate change in the industry of
sustainable construction and cities.
How?
Potential candidates apply by filling the form on the website of Construction21.
The registration is completely free. Before starting the registration process,
candidates should have all general technical information at hands and 5 pictures.
When?
The deadline is fast approaching. Registrations are closing on the 25th March.
Go to Construction21 to register.
Read the contest rules.
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